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Abstract: Configurations of masses located at the vertices of Platonic solids deep within

the bulk of de Sitter spacetime generate deformations of the cosmological horizon with the

geometry dual to these polyhedra. The horizon data encodes both the symmetries and

sizes of the solids in the bulk.
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1 Introduction

For years, physicists have been challenged by the quantum mechanics of gravity. Gravity’s

holographic nature has emerged as a key concept in this endeavor. For three decades, the

holographic principle has been the subject of intense work, in particular in the context of

anti-de Sitter spacetime (see [1] and references therein).

However, it appears that the universe is accelerating with an equation of state that

is consistent with the existence of a small cosmological constant. Therefore, developing

a quantum theory of de Sitter spacetime is paramount. Though there has been some

preliminary work towards this goal [2–10] much remains to be done to achieve a satisfactory

quantum theory of de Sitter space.
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In the 70’s Gibbons and Hawking realized that de Sitter space has an entropy [11].

The entropy of de Sitter spacetime is given by the Bekenstein-Hawking area law for the

cosmological horizon

SdS =
ACH
4G

. (1.1)

Various authors [2–10, 12] understood from this formulation that empty de Sitter space

is maximally entropic, and that any object in the spacetime has the effect of reducing

the entropy. In particular, it was shown for the Schwarzschild de Sitter solution (which

describes a black hole in de Sitter spacetime) that the presence of that mass reduces the

entropy as compared to empty de Sitter. This realization led Banks and Fischler [2–5] and

Banks et al [6] to conjecture that the presence of localized energy-momentum in the bulk

corresponds to constraints on the holographic quantum degrees of freedom in holographic

space-time (HST), the authors’ approach to a holographic theory of de Sitter spacetime. In

this context, a natural location for the holographic screen in de Sitter spacetime is the de

Sitter horizon [13]. As we note above, the area of the Schwarzschild de Sitter cosmological

horizon has a deficit compared to the area of the de Sitter horizon.

ASdS = AdS − ℓm, (1.2)

where m is the mass of the object in the bulk and ℓ is the de Sitter radius.

In this paper we will explore more complex configurations of static matter deep within

the bulk of de Sitter, exploring their effects on the cosmological horizon. We will show how

these non-spherically symmetric configurations of matter deform the de Sitter horizon. We

will also show how to extract geometric properties of the objects located deep within the

bulk from data on the cosmological horizon. These matter configurations are unstable

solutions of Einstein’s equations. Any deviation in the location of the masses from their

equilibrium position will lead them to either fly towards the horizon in a time proportional

to the de Sitter radius or to collapse into a black hole (which quantum mechanically will

eventually evaporate), resulting in the empty de Sitter geometry. These configurations are,

however, no less stable than the Schwarzschild de Sitter solution.

Specifically, we will use masses with small Schwarzschild radii as compared to the de

Sitter radius and arrange them within the bulk, where their gravitational attraction is

balanced by the force of cosmic repulsion. A class of static solutions are given by placing

the masses at the vertices of Platonic solids. We will show that the masses being small

implies that the Platonic solids are also small compared to the radius of de Sitter. The

gravitational potential then admits a multipole expansion which we use to examine the

deformations of the cosmological horizon generated by configurations of masses located

deep within the bulk.

We will show how the symmetries of the Platonic solids are inherited by the horizon,

and that, corresponding to each vertex of the solid where a mass is located, the horizon

dips compared to the Schwarzschild de Sitter horizon associated to the total mass of the

system. Similarly, the faces of the platonic solids correspond to peaks of the aforementioned
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Schwarzschild de Sitter horizon. In other words, the horizon has the shape of the dual solid

to the one in the bulk.

How precisely a quantum theory of de Sitter spacetime accounts for such semi-classical

deformations of the horizon associated to such energy configurations in the bulk remains

elusive.

Our paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we will discuss how the balancing of

the gravitational force and the ‘cosmic repulsion’ of masses leads to static albeit unstable

configurations deep within the de Sitter bulk. We pay special attention to describing the

Platonic solids and their effect on the horizon.

In section 3 we use perturbation theory to incorporate static configurations into the

metric. We rely on the formalism originally developed by Regge, Wheeler, and Zerelli to

study perturbations of Schwarzschild black holes [14–16].

In sections 4 and 5 we use our results from sections 2 and 3 to study how non-spherically

symmetric mass affects its shape and present worked through examples.

We conclude with section 6, where we discuss our results and their holographic impli-

cations.

2 Static configurations of multiple masses in de Sitter spacetime

We begin by finding static configurations of multiple masses within the de Sitter bulk. If

the masses are small compared to the de Sitter radius in Planck units (which we adopt

for the rest of this paper), we can find such configurations in the regime where Newtonian

gravity is applicable. An arbitrary number of masses may be in a static configuration as

long as the gravitational attraction between the masses is balanced by the cosmological

expansion.

Since our focus is the structure of the cosmological horizon in the presence of these

small masses, a multipole expansion of the gravitational potential is well suited to describe

these configurations. For a massm separated from the other masses in a given configuration

by a distance of size O(d), the length scale in the multipole expansion, the scale regimes

are defined by

r+ ≪ d ≪ ℓ, (2.1)

where r+ ≡ 2m is the Schwarzschild radius.

In the most general case, one considers a configuration of N masses, mi with i =

1, ..., N . The size of the object within the bulk is fixed by the cancellation of the gravi-

tational attraction between the masses and the cosmological repulsion. The equation of

motion for a mass mi located at position xi is given by the Newton-Hooke equation

mi
d2xi

dt2
= mi

xi

ℓ2
−

b−N∑
j ̸=i

mimj (xi − xj)

|xi − xj |3
. (2.2)

Static solutions to the above equation satisfy the following constraint

xi

ℓ2
=

b−N∑
j ̸=i

mj (xi − xj)

|xi − xj |3
. (2.3)
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Such static solutions are unstable and maxima of the gravitational potential; they are thus

sensitive to perturbations. Small fluctuations will cause the masses either to fly towards the

cosmological horizon or to collapse into black hole(s). Arrangements of points satisfying

(2.3) are called central configurations in the literature and have been studied in [17–19]

where several physical applications are discussed.

The center of the mass of the system within the de Sitter bulk must be located at r = 0.

Otherwise the entire matter configuration will fly towards the cosmological horizon. This

condition results in there never being an L = 1 contribution to the multipole expansion of

the gravitational potential.

A simple static configuration is that of an equal-mass binary separated by a distance

2d, which we choose to be aligned along the z-axis. Such a configuration of masses in

de Sitter spacetime was studied numerically using the Einstein-DeTurck method in [20].

Solving the static equilibrium condition (2.3) for this configuration, we find the location of

each mass to be

d± = ±
(
ℓ2m

4

)1/3

ez. (2.4)

Given that in this configuration m ≪ ℓ, the conditions (2.1) are satisfied, and we conclude

that such a configuration of masses exists within the static patch.

Another simple set of solutions to (2.3) are given by equal masses located at the vertices

of the Platonic solids, a set of 5 convex regular polyhedra; the tetrahedron, the cube, the

octahedron, the icosahedron, and the dodecahedron. Each of the platonic solids come with

a dual partner for which the faces and vertices of the polyhedron are interchanged. The

5 solids fall into 3 dual pairs according to their symmetry groups, with the tetrahedron

being self-dual. We choose to study Platonic solids as they are a particularly simple

matter configuration with very little information required to determine them completely.

For Platonic solids centered at the origin, the symmetry groups and Cartesian coordinates

of the vertices for the unit solid (d = 1) are given below. These facts about the Platonic

solids are well known and discussions of the symmetry properties of multipole expansions

appear in [21–23]. The coordinate locations of a given Platonic solid are scaled by d, which

is set by the static condition (2.3).

Name Symmetry Group Unit Coordinates d

Tetrahedron A4 (±1,±1,±1)
(
4ℓ2m

)1/3
Octahedron S4 (0, 0,±1) , (0,±1, 0) , (±1, 0, 0)

(
ℓ2m(1+4

√
2)

4

)1/3

Cube S4 (±1,±1,±1)
(

ℓ2m(18+9
√
2+2

√
3)

18

)1/3

Icosahedron A5
(0,±1,±φ) , (±1,±φ, 0) ,

(±φ, 0,±1)

(
2ℓ2m(5

√
5+

√
5−2

√
5)

5

)1/3

Dodecahedron A5

(±1,±1,±1) ,
(
±0,± 1

φ
,±φ

)
,(

± 1
φ
,±φ, 0

)
,
(
±φ, 0,± 1

φ

) (
ℓ2m(18+

√
6(95+27

√
10+3(

√
6+

√
15)))

36

)1/3

Table 1. The symmetry group, unit coordinates, and static size is given for every Platonic solid.

φ is the golden ratio φ = 1+
√
5

2 ≈ 1.6180.
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One could construct more complicated distributions of matter within the bulk of de

Sitter spacetime involving even more masses which could form interesting polyhedra in

the bulk. For example, when N ≥ 13 the masses cannot lie on a regular polyhedron [18].

Our methods generalize to such configurations but they will not give qualitatively different

results than we show. One could also study mass configurations with multiple length scales.

In appendix A.5 we show this by considering two orthogonal pairs of binaries with different

masses m1 and m2.

3 Perturbations of empty de Sitter spacetime

We now turn to constructing perturbations of empty de Sitter spacetime that correspond

to the static configurations described in the previous section. To accomplish this we em-

ploy a straightforward application of Regge-Wheeler formalism, originally developed to

study the stability of the Schwarzschild solution. These tools are well suited for studying

perturbations about spherically symmetric spacetime. The symmetry of the background

allows the perturbations to be expanded into spherical harmonics which decouple from each

other. This leads to an infinite set of equations where for each mode L we will solve the

perturbation equations. Note that because of the spherical symmetry of the background

these equations do not depend on the M (the z-component of the angular momentum).

We will associate each perturbation to the multipole expansion of a given configuration’s

gravitational potential in the weak gravity regime where d ≪ r ≪ ℓ.

3.1 Regge-Wheeler Formalism

To apply the the Regge-Wheeler formalism we decompose the spacetime metric gµν into

the background metric g
(dS)
µν of empty de Sitter spacetime given by the line element

ds2(dS) = −
(
1− r2

ℓ2

)
dt2 +

(
1− r2

ℓ2

)−1

dr2 + r2dΩ2, (3.1)

plus a small perturbation hµν . After linearizing Einstein’s equations for the full metric gµν
we are left with a first order equation for hµν given by

δRµν − Λhµν = 0. (3.2)

Contained in this expression are both constraint equations, first order in a variable, and

dynamical equations, second order in a given variable. Since the constraint and dynamical

equations are mixed, the redundancies of Einstein’s equations due to the Bianchi identity

and the spherical symmetry of the background metric become obscured.

The variation of the Ricci tensor δRµν for the full spacetime is given by the difference

of variations of the affine connection,

δRµν = δΓβ
µν;β − δΓβ

µβ;ν , (3.3)

which is given by

δΓσ
µν =

1

2
gσλ (hµλ;ν + hνλ;µ − hµν;λ) , (3.4)

where the covariant derivative is defined with respect to the background metric. We note

that while Γα
βγ is not a tensor, its variation δΓα

βγ is.
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3.2 Form of perturbations

Due to the spherical symmetry of the background, the perturbations hµν can be decomposed

into harmonics on the sphere. These spherical harmonics can be further decomposed into

components with even and odd parities called polar and axial perturbations, respectively.

For our analyses we choose the static polar perturbations in “Regge-Wheeler gauge” which

have the form

h(L,M)
µν = YLM (θ, ϕ)


H

(L,M)
0 (r)(1− r2/ℓ2) 0 0 0

0
H

(L,M)
2 (r)

(1−r2/ℓ2)
0 0

0 0 r2K(L,M)(r) 0

0 0 0 r2 sin2 θK(L,M)(r)


(3.5)

where YLM is the spherical harmonic, and H
(L,M)
0 , H

(L,M)
2 , and K(L,M) are all functions

of coordinate r and have implicit dependence on L and M .

Solutions to the linearized Einstein’s equations that correspond to matter configu-

rations of the bulk will comprise of superpositions of the h
(L,M)
µν to capture the angular

dependence of the Newtonian multipole expansion.

3.3 Solutions of the perturbation equations

We now use our explicit form of the perturbation to derive constraints on the functions

H
(L,M)
0 (r), H

(L,M)
1 (r) and K(L,M)(r) for a given (L,M). Solving (3.2) leads to 5 non-

vanishing components of the linearized Einstein equations, δRtt, δRrr, δRθθ, δRϕϕ, and

δRrθ. These 5 equations lead to three constraints, one algebraic and two differential. The

equations to determine H
(L,M)
0 , H

(L,M)
2 , and K(L,M) are all M -independent due to the

spherical symmetry background so the radial equations only depend on the mode L. The

algebraic constraint leads to significant simplifications of the equations and we define a

new function H(L)(r), given by

H(L,M)(r) = H
(L,M)
2 (r) ≡ H(L,M)(r). (3.6)

The remaining two constraints lead to coupled second order differential equations for the

functions H(L,M)(r) and K(L,M)(r) given by

0 = H(L,M)(r)
f ′

f
+

d

dr

(
H(L,M)(r)−K(L,M)(r)

)
(3.7)

0 = H(L,M)(r)

(
f ′

f
− f ′′

f ′

)
+

d

dr
H(L,M)(r)

+
(H(L,M)(r)−K(L,M)(r))

r2f ′
(
L (L+ 1)− r2Λ− 2f − 2rf ′) = 0,

(3.8)

where f = 1− r2/ℓ2. For a given value of L the solutions of these equations give rise to a

linear combination of hypergeometric functions. The constants of integration, c
(L,M)
(1) and
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c
(L,M)
(2) are fixed by matching to the multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential, such

as (5.5) for the cube. For a given value of L we have 4L + 2 constants to match (2 for

each potential value of M in the superposition). We are however immediately able to set

2L + 1 constants to 0 as they do not have the appropriate r behavior. To simplify our

expressions we now drop the numerical subscript on our constants of integration. We are

left with solutions of the form

H(L,M)(r) =
rL
(
ie−iπLc(L,M)

(
ℓ
r

)2L+1
2F1

(
1
2(−L− 1),−L

2 − 1; 12 − L; r
2

ℓ2

))
ℓ2 − r2

(3.9)

and

K(L,M)(r) =
−iℓc(L,M)

(ℓ4 (r2 − ℓ2)) ((L− 1)r)

(
− r

ℓ2

)−L
(
2(L+ 1)r4 2F1

(
1−L
2 ,−L

2 ;
3
2 − L; r

2

ℓ2

)
2L− 1

+
(
l4(L− 1) + 2ℓ2r2

)
2F1

(
1

2
(−L− 1),−L

2
− 1;

1

2
− L;

r2

ℓ2

))
.

(3.10)

4 Finding the warped horizon

With metric in hand, we now turn our attention to finding the cosmological horizon. Since

the configurations in the bulk are not spherically symmetric, the horizon will be a null

surface r(θ, ϕ) with angular dependence. To find this null surface we use the well-known

technique of finding where the one-form ∂µr becomes null or grr = 0, which is valid to

linear order in our expansion for the reasons outlined in [24]. Working to first order in the

perturbation h
(L,M)
µν , the null condition for each is given by

grr = grr(dS) − hrr = 1− Hr
2

ℓ2
− (1−

r2H
ℓ2

)
∑
L

∑
M

H(L,M)(rH)YLM (θ, ϕ) = 0, (4.1)

where rH is the location of the cosmological horizon, which in general will depend on θ and

ϕ. It is understood that the functional form of H(L,M)(r) is the same for every M but the

constants may differ.

4.1 L=0 Perturbations

The leading term in the multipole expansion is the L = 0 mode, which resembles a point-

like object of mass m located at r = 0. The L = 0 perturbation functions are given

by

H(0,0)(r) =
4
√
πm

(
ℓ2 + r2

)
r (ℓ2 − r2)

& K(0,0)(r) =
2m

r
, (4.2)

where the constants of integration were found by matching (3.9) to the Newtonian monopole

potential Φ = −m/r in the limit r/ℓ ≪ 1. We then substitute H(0,0)(r) into (4.1) to find
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the new cosmological horizon, which will be spherically symmetric since the L = 0 mode

has no angular dependence. We find the new horizon location to be rH = ℓ− 2m.

We expect that the L = 0 mode should correspond to the expansion of the Schwarzschild

de Sitter solution to first order in the mass. To compare our results to the linearized

Schwarzschild de Sitter solution we need to take care of the K(0,0)(r) perturbation function

which appears in front of the angular components of the perturbed metric. We do so by

transforming the radial coordinate r into the Schwarzschild de Sitter coordinate r′ through

the coordinate transform r′ = r
√

2m
r + 1. Applying this transformation to the coordinate

location of the cosmological horizon we recover the Schwarzschild de Sitter static coordinate

horizon location r′H = ℓ−m.

4.2 L≥ 2 Perturbations

Now that we have shown our methods reproduce the known results of the Schwarzschild-de

Sitter spacetime we can turn our attention to L ≥ 2 perturbations that introduce angular

dependence to the horizon.

For every shape in the bulk we will restrict ourselves to the leading non-vanishing term,

Lmin, in the multipole expansion which characterizes the dominant angular contribution

to the cosmological horizon. The value of Lmin will depend on the symmetries of the bulk

matter configuration. We build upon the horizon shift due to the L = 0 perturbation and

capture the higher L corrections to the horizon through the following ansatz

r′H = ℓ−m− ϵ(θ, ϕ), (4.3)

where r′H is the Schwarzschild de Sitter static coordinate. This ansatz is substituted in to

(4.1) along with the H(L,M) perturbation functions for L = 0 and L = Lmin and solved

for ϵ(θ, ϕ) which characterizes the angular corrections to the horizon. As we will see, the

angular dependence inherits the same symmetries as the static mass configuration within

the bulk.

4.3 Area of the horizon

Having established how the location of the horizon changes for various cases we now turn

our attention to the surface area of the cosmological horizon.

The area element of the induced metric on the horizon to leading order in the metric

perturbation is given by

√
|g| = r2 sin(θ)

(
1 +

∑
L

∑
M

K(L,M)(r)YLM (θ, ϕ)

)
, (4.4)

where we sum over the relevant L andM given a distribution of matter in the bulk. One can

immediately see that, apart from the L = 0 mode, there will be no contribution to the area

of the horizon from the perturbations due to the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics.

We thus find that to leading order in the perturbations, the only effect that contributes to

the change in area of the cosmological horizon is the total mass in the spacetime.
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We will now study the area-preserving effects on the cosmological horizon of these

higher modes. For any perturbation with L ≥ 2, the horizon dips and protrudes in such a

way that the net effect on the area cancels out. What we will show is that the surface area

of one of these dips (or protrusions) encodes the size of the object deep within the bulk.

The simplest feature to study will be located at the north pole of the horizon at θ = 0 and

extends to an angle θcrit,where the horizon size is given by correction due to the L = 0

perturbation. In other words, between the dips and protrusions, the horizon size is that of

the leading Schwarzschild de Sitter solution of the total mass in the spacetime.

We find the surface area by integrating over a spherical cap where ϕ runs from 0 to 2π

and θ goes from 0 to θcrit. This subregion of the cosmological horizon is gauge independent.

Further, that partial surface area that is manifestly dependent on d, the parameter which

gives the size of the object within the bulk. We have thus been able to show that not only

the shape of the bulk matter distribution, but also its size, is encoded in the cosmological

horizon.

5 Examples

We now present some worked examples of how non-spherically symmetric matter configu-

rations in the bulk affect the cosmological horizon. The procedure for finding the warped

horizon is first to calculate the multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential Φ for the

given configuration of matter. Next, we match the constants of integration on the pertur-

bation functions H(L,M) and K(L,M) to Φ in a region of space where d ≪ r ≪ ℓ. Finally,

we use the perturbed metric to characterize the horizon.

5.1 Static mass binary

For the pair of static masses aligned along the z-axis the multipole expansion of the New-

tonian potential to leading order in d is given by

Φdipole = −m

r
− d2m(3 cos(2θ) + 1)

4r3
, (5.1)

where d is given by (5.4). Having already considered the L = 0 perturbation in section 4,

we study the next lowest order term in the multipole expansion, L = 2. Since the masses

are aligned in the z-direction, the angular dependence is given by the spherical harmonic

Y 0
2 . Thus, we are able to set all of the constants of integration aside from c02 to 0. After

matching the coefficient of H(2,0)(r)Y 0
2 (θ, ϕ), given in (3.9), to the L = 2 term of the

Newtonian potential, we find

H(2,0)(r)Y 0
2 (θ, ϕ) =

d2m
(
3 cos2(θ)− 1

) (
ℓ2 − r2

)
ℓ2r3

(5.2)

and

K(2,0)(r)Y 0
2 (θ, ϕ) =

d2m
(
3 cos2(θ)− 1

) (
ℓ2 + r2

)
ℓ2r3

. (5.3)

after substituting in these expressions into the null surface condition.
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Using our horizon location ansatz and this metric perturbation, we find the coordinate

location of the cosmological horizon which is given by

r′H = ℓ−m+ d2m3

(
−12 cos(2θ)

ℓ4
− 4

ℓ4

)
, (5.4)

after being transformed to a coordinate that allows us to compare to linearized SdS. From

this equation, we see that the first order contribution for L = 2 is small as expected, how-

ever, it is the leading non-spherical correction to the horizon consistent with the angular

extension of the object in the bulk. Note that the L = 0 component may get higher order

corrections that might dominate this term, but obviously do not affect the angular depen-

dence. We plot (5.4), for a value of the total mass m outside the range of perturbative

validity to qualitatively show the behavior of the horizon. We plot the surfaces using a

temperature map where larger values of the coordinate r′ are shown in red and smaller

values in blue. In the figure below, we see that the sphere is squashed along the z-axis along

the direction of the masses in the bulk. This aligns with intuition from the Schwarzschild

de Sitter spacetime that masses cause the horizon to shrink in that the horizon dips further

towards the localized mass-energy.

Figure 1. The cosmological horizon for a pair of static masses in the bulk plotted in static

coordinates. The horizon is shown for an extreme value of m, beyond perturbative validity, to

highlight the qualitative features of the horizon’s shape. The coloring of the horizon is a temperature

map with red and blue corresponding to the largest and smallest values of r′ respectively. The plot

shows that the horizon moves inwards towards the masses leading to a squashed sphere geometry.

5.2 Cube

For our next example, we consider 8 points of mass m/8 aligned on the vertices of a cube.

The multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential to leading order in d is given by
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Φcube = −m

r
+

m
(
35d4

(
8 sin4(θ) cos(4ϕ) + 4 cos(2θ) + 7 cos(4θ)

)
+ 63d4

)
128r5

, (5.5)

where d is given in table 1. After the monopole, the leading behavior of the potential is

the L = 4 mode. We match the metric perturbation functions HM
4 (r) to the Newtonian

potential and find the constants of integration

c04 =
14i

√
πd4m

3ℓ7
& c44 = c−4

4 =
i
√
70πd4m

3ℓ7
, (5.6)

with all others being 0. We substitute these constants of integration into the metric per-

turbation functions to find how the cube affects the spacetime. By following the same

procedure outlined above for the dipole, we find the static coordinate location of the hori-

zon to be

r′H = ℓ−m+d4
(
30m3 sin4(θ) cos(4ϕ)

ℓ6
+

15m3 cos(2θ)

ℓ6
+

105m3 cos(4θ)

4ℓ6
+

27m3

4ℓ6

)
. (5.7)

The surface given by (5.7) is plotted in fig. 2 in a temperature map and for an extreme

value of m to qualitatively see the behavior of the horizon.

We find that the horizon begins by taking the shape of the dual polyhedron to the cube,

the octahedron. As we saw in the case of the dipole, localized matter pulls the horizon

inwards towards the vertices of the cube (shown in blue on the horizon). Protrusions of the

horizon correspond to faces of the cube, which are shown in red. This interchange of faces

and vertices is precisely what defines a dual polyhedron. We confirm that the horizon is

indeed an octahedron by finding that it is invariant under the octahedral group.
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Figure 2. The cosmological horizon for 8 masses located at the vertices of a cube in the bulk

plotted in static coordinates. The horizon is shown for an extreme value of m, beyond perturbative

validity, to highlight the qualitative features of the horizon’s shape. The coloring of the horizon

is a temperature map with red and blue corresponding to the largest and smallest values of r′

respectively. The plot shows that the horizon moves inwards towards the masses leading to an

octahedral geometry.

We now briefly discuss the surface area of one of the protrusions of the surface. As

seen in fig. 2, there is a bump at the north pole of the horizon which we find extends

from θ = 0 to θcrit =
1
2 arccos

(
1
35(−5 + 4

√
30
)
where the horizon location is that of the

Schwarzschild de Sitter solution with total mass m. The difference between the protruding

horizon due to the L = 4 mode and the L = 0 mode is

∆Acap = −
16

√
5
7 −

4
√

2
15

7 πd4m

35ℓ3
. (5.8)

Notably, this expression has in it a factor of d, the size of the cube in the bulk. In fact,

for any shape in the bulk, the corresponding horizon protrusion will have a subregion

surface area that encodes the size of that shape. Thus we have shown that all of the

information required to determine the Platonic solid deep within the bulk is measurable

from the horizon.

6 Discussion

We have shown how localized energy configurations deep within the de Sitter bulk affect the

cosmological horizon. We primarily considered arrays of masses at the vertices of Platonic

solids, but other configurations such as a static mass binary were considered as well. The
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bulk configurations studied resulted in deformations of the empty de Sitter horizon which

inherit the symmetries of the Platonic solid within the bulk. Interestingly, the geometry of

the horizon is the dual to the solid within the bulk. Not only do the deformations of the

horizon encode the symmetries of the bulk, but they also encode the size of the Platonic

solid which can be obtained by studying the peaks and dips around the Schwarzschild de

Sitter geometry associated to the total mass of the solid.

While our work only addressed static configurations, future work could extend our

analyses to other forms of energy and momentum such as charge and rotation. It remains

to be seen how dynamics within the bulk of de Sitter spacetime affect the dynamics of the

horizon. Eventually, as the horizon equilibrates, fast scrambling of the horizon’s angular

dependence will occur.

In fact, one should turn this discussion around and ask the following:

Given the data on the cosmological horizon, how can a quantum description defined by

the holographic degrees of freedom precisely reproduce these (semi-)classical results? More

generally, one could also ask how the quantum theory encodes the dynamics (and not just

the statics) in the bulk of spacetime with a positive cosmological constant.
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A Horizon shapes for other configurations

We now present the cosmological horizons for configurations of static masses within the de

Sitter bulk not present in the main body of the work. We first find the horizons for the

rest of the platonic solids. We then discuss a configuration with 2 distinct mass scales.

A.1 Tetrahedron

We build a tetrahedron by taking 4 masses, with total mass m, arranged on the vertices of

a pyramid centered at the origin. The locations of the vertices in Cartesian coordinate of

each mass can be found in Table 1. The multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential

to leading order in d is given by

Φtetrahedron = −m

r
+

5d3m
(
8 sin3(θ) cos(3ϕ) + 3

√
2 cos(θ) + 5

√
2 cos(3θ)

)
256

√
3r4

. (A.1)

We find that the lowest order non-vanishing perturbation after the monopole is the L = 3

mode. We are only concerned with the dominating angular contribution to the cosmological

horizon and apart from the L = 0 mode only calculate the L = 3 perturbation. The details

for the L = 0 mode are identical for every configuration of total massm and are described in

the text. The constants of integration of the perturbation functions are found by matching

to the above Newtonian potential. The non-zero constants are found to be

c(3,0) = −
5i
√

π
42d

3m

4ℓ5
& c(3,3) = −c(3,−3) =

i
√

5π
21d

3m

4ℓ5
. (A.2)

Upon substituting the metric perturbation functions and their constants of integration

into the horizon location condition, we find

r′H = ℓ−m+ d3

(
5m3 sin3(θ) cos(3ϕ)

2
√
3ℓ5

+
25m3 cos3(θ)

2
√
6ℓ5

−
5
√

3
2m

3 cos(θ)

2ℓ5

)
(A.3)

which is expressed in the same static coordinates as the Schwarzschild de Sitter solution.

The correction to the location of the cosmological horizon due to the L = 3 mode is very

small and goes as ∼ d3m3 ∼ ℓ2m4. This leads the horizon to look approximately like a

sphere. The surface given by (A.3) is plotted below for an extreme value of m to show the

qualitative behavior of the horizon. We see dips in the horizon (blue) that correspond to

the location of the vertices in the bulk protrusions (red) of the horizon which correspond

to faces. The horizon has the geometry of a tetrahedron since the tetrahedron is self-dual.
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Figure 3. The cosmological horizon for a tetrahedron within the de Sitter bulk is plotted in

a temperature map where red corresponds to larger values of r and blue corresponds to smaller

values of r. We see that since the tetrahedron is self-dual the horizon is also a tetrahedron

A.2 Octahedron

The octahedral configuration is built by taking 6 masses of total mass m and aligning them

along the vertices of an octahedron. The locations of the vertices in Cartesian coordinate

of each mass can be found in Table 1. The multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential

to leading order in d is given by

Φoctahedron = −m

r
−

m
(
35d4

(
8 sin4(θ) cos(4ϕ) + 4 cos(2θ) + 7 cos(4θ)

)
+ 63d4

)
768r5

. (A.4)

The lowest order non-vanishing perturbation after the monopole is the L = 4 mode. The

constatns of integration for the perturbation function to match to these potentials are

c(4,0) = −7i
√
πd4m

9ℓ7
& c(4,4) = c(4,−4) = − i

√
35πd4m

9
√
2ℓ7

, (A.5)

with all others being 0. Substituting in to the horizon location condition we find

r′H = ℓ−m+ d4
(
−5m3 sin4(θ) cos(4ϕ)

ℓ6
− 5m3 cos(2θ)

2ℓ6
− 35m3 cos(4θ)

8ℓ6
− 9m3

8ℓ6

)
. (A.6)

to be the location of the cosmological horizon in Schwarzschild de Sitter static coordinates.

The surface given by (A.6) is plotted below for an extreme value of m to highlight the

qualitative features of the horizon. We see that that the horizon takes the shape of the

cube, the dual Platonic solid to the octahedron. Correspondingly, we saw in the main body

of the text that the cosmological horizon for a cube in the bulk is indeed the octahedron.
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Figure 4. The cosmological horizon for an octahedron within the de Sitter bulk is plotted in a

temperature map where red corresponds to larger values of r and blue corresponds to smaller values

of r. We see that the cosmological horizon becomes a cube, the dual solid to an octahedron.

A.3 Icosahedron

The icosahedron is built from 12 masses with total mass m. The locations of the vertices

in Cartesian coordinate of each mass can be found in Table 1. The multipole expansion of

the Newtonian potential to leading order in d is given by

Φicosahedron = −m

r
+

275
(
2
√
5− 5

)
d6m

512
(√

5− 5
)6

r7

(
105 sin(2θ + 5ϕ)− 84 sin(4θ + 5ϕ) + 21 sin(6θ + 5ϕ)

+ 105 sin(2θ − 5ϕ)− 84 sin(4θ − 5ϕ) + 21 sin(6θ − 5ϕ) + 105 cos(2θ)

+ 126 cos(4θ) + 231 cos(6θ) + 50
)

(A.7)

The lowest order non-vanishing perturbation after the monopole is the L = 6 mode. The

constants of integration to match the perturbation function to the Newtonian potential are

found to be

c(6,0) =
1100i

(
2
√
5− 5

)√
π
13d

6m(√
5− 5

)6
ℓ11

& c(6,5) = −c(6,−5) =
100i

(
2
√
5− 5

)√
77π
13 d6m(√

5− 5
)6

ℓ11

(A.8)

with all others being zero. We follow the same procedure of substituting the perturbation

equations into the horizon location condition to find the corrected cosmological horizon.

However, it is not illustrative to give the expression of the location of the horizon due to its

complicated angular dependence. Instead, we plot the surface of the horizon for an extreme
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value of m below to assess its qualitative features. We see that that the horizon takes the

shape of the dodecahedron, the dual platonic solid to the icosahedron. The horizon also

inherits the symmetry of the bulk configuration, the icosahedral group.

Figure 5. The cosmological horizon for an icosahedron within the de Sitter bulk is plotted in

a temperature map where red corresponds to larger values of r and blue corresponds to smaller

values of r. We see that the cosmological horizon becomes a dodecahedron, the dual solid to an

icosahedron.

A.4 Dodecahedron

The icosahedron is built from 12 masses with total mass m. The locations of the vertices

in Cartesian coordinate of each mass can be found in Table 1. The multipole expansion of

the Newtonian potential to leading order in d is given by

Φdodecahedron = −m

r
+

33d6m

128
(√

5 + 1
)6

r7

(
336

(
9
√
5 + 20

)
sin6(θ) cos(6ϕ)

+ 336
(
4
√
5 + 9

)
sin4(θ)(11 cos(2θ) + 9) cos(4ϕ))

− 42
(
9
√
5 + 20

)
sin2(θ)(60 cos(2θ + 33 cos(4θ) + 35) cos(2ϕ))

−
(
4
√
5 + 9

)
(105 cos(2θ) + 126 cos(4θ) + 231 cos(6θ) + 50)

)
(A.9)

The lowest order non-vanishing perturbation after the monopole is the L = 6 mode. The

constants of integration to match the perturbation function to the Newtonian potential are
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found to be

c(6,0) = −
33i
√

π
13d

6m

4ℓ11
, c(6,2) = c(6,−2) = −

264i
(
9
√
5 + 20

)√
21π
65 d6m(√

5 + 1
)6

ℓ11

c(6,4) = c(6,−4) =
33i
√

7π
26d

6m

4ℓ11
, c(6,6) = c(6,−6) =

24i
(
9
√
5 + 20

)√
231π
13 d6m(√

5 + 1
)6

ℓ11

(A.10)

with all others being 0.

We follow the same procedure of substituting the perturbation equations into the

horizon location condition to find the corrected cosmological horizon. However, it is not

illustrative to give the expression of the location of the horizon due to its complicated

angular dependence. Instead, we plot the surface of the horizon for an extreme value of

m below to assess its qualitative features. We see that that the horizon takes the shape

of the icosahedron, the dual platonic solid to the dodecahedron. The horizon also inherits

the symmetry of the bulk configuration, the icosahedral group.

Figure 6. The cosmological horizon for a dodecahedron within the de Sitter bulk is plotted in

a temperature map where red corresponds to larger values of r and blue corresponds to smaller

values of r. We see that the cosmological horizon becomes an icosahedron, the dual solid to a

dodecahedron.

A.5 Pair of static binaries

We consider a configuration of masses built by two pairs of static binaries, aligned along

the z and x axes with total binary mass mz and mx respectively. The Newtonian potential

for such a configuration is found by taking the superposition of each binary’s potential and
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is found to be

Φbinary pair =
2(mz +mx)

r
+

d2zmz(3 cos(2θ) + 1)

2r3

−
d2xmx

(
cos2(θ)− 1

2 sin
2(θ)(3 cos(2ϕ) + 1)

)
r3

(A.11)

to leading order in the dipole sizes dx and dz.

The location of each mass ±dzez and ±dxex are found by solving the coupled equations

mz

4dz2
= dz

(
1

ℓ2
− 2mx

(d2x + dz2)3/2

)
mx

4dx2
= dx

(
1

ℓ2
− 2mz

(d2x + dz2)3/2

) (A.12)

which arise from the static mass condition (2.3).

In the metric, we treat each binary pair of masses separately when constructing the

corresponding metric perturbations. We then build the solution by taking a superposition

of of the two perturbations about the empty de Sitter spacetime background metric. The

binary aligned along the z-axis is identical to the treatment in section 5, except the mass

and distance parameters m and d are replaced by mz and dz. For the binary aligned

along the x-axis, we find the non-zero constants of integration of the metric perturbation

functions to be

c(2,0) =
2i
√

π
5d

2
xmx

ℓ3
& c(2,2) = c(2,−2) = −

i
√

6π
5 d2xmx

ℓ3
. (A.13)

After combining the two perturbations the horizon location is given by

r′H = ℓ−mz −mx −
ℓ

2

(
32d2zmz

(
3 cos2(θ)− 1

) (
m2

x + 2mxmz +m2
z

)
ℓ5

−
8d2xmx(mx +mz)

2
(
−3 sin2(θ) cos(2ϕ) + 3 cos2(θ)− 1

)
ℓ5

)
.

(A.14)

We see that the horizon encodes both masses in the spacetime, and the angular dependence

of the horizon depends on the interplay of the size of the masses. We plot the horizon

location below for extreme values of mz and mx outside perturbative validity. We take

mx = 1.5 × mz to highlight the interplay between the masses and the stretching of the

horizon along both x and z.
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Figure 7. The cosmological horizon for two pairs of static binaries, one aligned along the x-axis and

one aligned along the z-axis, with total mass mx and mz respectively. In this figure mx = 1.5×mz.

The horizon begins to take a dumbbell shape that bulges most along the y direction.
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